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Abstract

This paper demonstrates how e�ective re-analysis of the results of multiple gene-�nding programs

is. Four simple algorithms to integrate the results of some programs are proposed and tested. Our

experiments show that it is e�ective to use multiple gene-�nding programs simultaneously. We also

developed a client program by which one can easily use the algorithm through the Internet.

1 Introduction

A large number of uncharacterized DNA sequences are generated in the development of the genome

projects. It is essential to develop algorithms of computational gene �nding. Many gene �nding

programs have been developed. Each program has both good points and bad points in the measures

of partial features of genes, such as coding region and splice sites. Therefore, combining the output of

several programs may be fruitful if they compensate each other. Moreover, Burset and Guig�o discussed

that it maybe bene�cial to combine the outputs of several gene-�nding programs [4]. In this study, we

explored the availability of mutual compensation of multiple gene �nding programs, such as GRAIL

[1], GeneParser [3], GeneFinder [2].

2 Materials and Methods

We extracted human DNA entries with at least one `CDS' from GenBank Rel. 100 (Apr. 97). We

discarded the entries with nonstandard splice sites (not GT-AG), and the entries with the keywords

such as pseudo, putative, ORF, alternative, predict, and fusion. The old data registered before

June 1996 were discarded. Furthermore, we discarded some sequences whose translated amino acid

sequences are very homologous (identity � 80 %) with a known protein sequences. The remaining

data of 219 loci were used.

After getting prediction by the three programs for the data, we transformed the scores of predicted

exons into certain probabilistic scores so that we can compare the quality of the prediction of di�erent

programs. We made score functions Pscore de�ned as Pscore(score) = A+ B � score, where score

is an output of a gene-�nding program, A;B are constants and determined for each program by the

error rate distributions.

We considered four di�erent algorithms to combine the results of prediction. In the �rst method

(AND-method), exon candidates are the regions predicted by all the programs. In the second method

(OR-method), exon candidates are the regions predicted by any of the programs. In the third algorithm

(HIGHEST-method), exon candidates are the region which is given the highest Pscore by one predic-

tion program. The fourth algorithm is based on the performance test shown by Burset and Guig�o [4].



In the fourth algorithm (RULE-method), an exon candidate is the same region predicted by the tool

selected according to the order of pre-assigned priority. In each method described above, we set thresh-

old to cut exon candidates with low scores. The thresholds were determined so that AC (approximate

correlation) was the best. The AC is de�ned as AC = 1
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where TP is `True Positive', that is the number of coding nucleotides predicted as coding. FN is `False

Negative', that is the number of coding nucleotides predicted as non-coding. TN is `True Negative',

that is the number of non-coding nucleotides predicted as non-coding. FP is `False Positive', that is

the number of non-coding nucleotides predicted as coding.

3 Results and Discussion

We explored the availability of mutual compensation of multiple gene �nding programs, such as FEXH,

GeneParser3, and GRAIL. We created four algorithms and tested them. The best AC was 0.76 and

it was achieved when all three programs are combined by the method 2 (OR-method), while the

performance by single gene-�nding program ranged from 0.63 to 0.67. Almost all the methods, except

for AND-method, the results of combination of multiple gene-�nding programs were better than the

results of single program. What is more, there is a tendency that the performance increases as many

programs are taken account. With respect to the AND-method, the performance was getting worse

as many programs were combined. This results came from the fact that ME became higher (0.45

for FEX+GP+GR) than the extent that WE became lower (0.07 for FEX+GP+GR), where ME

(Missing Exons) is the proportion of true exons without overlap to predicted exons and WE (Wong

Exons) is the proportion of predicted exons without overlap to actual exons. Despite that we used

new DNA sequence data which are not similar to known protein sequences, the combination of the

programs made the progress in accuracy. This indicates that the increase of accuracy is not due to just

the compensation of individual learned data themselves, but the compensation of feature extraction

abilities of di�erent programs.

We have developed a client program `GeneScope' and a server program `Shirokane System', to use

the methods described here. The details of the GeneScope and the Shirokane System is available via

the URL http://gf.genome.ad.jp/.
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